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YICCA 2019
International Contest of Contemporary Art

YICCA is an ambitious project regarding transperancy, comparison
and research of new artistic talents.
Nowadays it is becoming more and more difficult to comply with the

YICCA 2019

requirements of art market, in particular facing the challenge of
competing with the constantly increasing number of newly arising

YICCA competition’s aim is to promote the enrolled artists, giving

artists in the contemporary art field.

them chance to join the international market of contemporary art.
YICCA 2019 is the natural continuation of YICCA 18/19 contest,

YICCA was founded in 2009. The decision of its foundation was

where the great success has prompted the association to expand its

taken under the great influence of new ways of making and

relations and cooperations with galleries and professionals.

thinking art that recently have discovered many surprising and
unusual forms.

The artists were chosen by an international jury, selected among art

This general confusion and rapid change of offers is without any

critics, all internationally renowned.

doubt challenging and extremely exciting.

The artists selected by the jury have the opportunity to exhibit their
participating works in Milan (Italy), in the spaces of CMC - Centro

The main goal of YICCA is to understand and to improve new talents

Culturale di Milano, in the period between 11 to 21 December 2019.

that in this “beautiful chaos” are able to interpret better the

Their works and artistic researches are included in this catalogue.

upcoming art.
We have assembled an international jury to whom is assigned the
task of selecting 18 finalists.
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Jury - Associazione RIVOLI2

ASSOCIAZIONE RIVOLI2
MILANO
Associazione culturale Rivoli2 via Plinio 64
20129 Milano cf.97826460152
Nicoletta Castellaneta
www.rivolidue.org
The Rivoli2 Cultural Initiatives Association, in order to support the new generations of contemporary
art, participates as a scientific committee in the YICCA award for the plurality of artistic expressions
and the democratic nature of contemporary art

The Rivoli2 Cultural Initiatives Association, founded in October 2018, is linked to the homonymous
Foundation in the continuity of its activity and aims to contribute to the knowledge of contemporary
art through the support and dissemination of the research undertaken by young national and international artists. Furthermore, the Foundation is keen on supporting young artists in that they are
able, through their work, to intellectually engage with current issues.
In addition to that, the Association aims to establish partnerships, to promote and organize projects
in synergy with both public and private entities present in its territory or international, as well as
with Associations and Foundations that can interact in the context of its purposes.

Indeed, the YICCA award collects a vast number of artists from all over the world and, by promoting
and fostering young talents that aren’t yet in a consolidated position in the art market, it establishes
its identity in the contemporary art panorama.
The aims of the YICCA award are related to the mission of the Rivoli2 Association oriented towards
supporting the newest proposals regarding artistic languages and more current proposals of contemporary art languages and

the exploration of young artistic talents in the international arena.The
Rivoli2 association by taking part in this award wants to give continuity to its aims: research and dedication in order to spread knowledge and thoughts which contemporary art is able to communicate.
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CMC - CENTRO CULTURALE DI MILANO

CMC - CENTRO CULTURALE MILANO
Largo Corsia dei Servi, 4, 20122 Milano - Italy
www.centroculturaledimilano.it
Tel: +39 02 86455162
The Centro Culturale di Milano (Cultural Center of Milan) was founded in 1981.
A group of students and young scholars of University of Milan took seriously a desire and a proposal of don Luigi Giussani (who followed the Center’s work till his last years): “to embrace the world,
discovering the beauty and the strain of the human experience in its research of the truth and to live
through the passion for man originated by the Christian faith, showing to everyone the pertinence of
Faith with Life”. At the beginning the Center’s name was “San Carlo” and the location was in Corso
Matteotti. The Eighties were marked by the meeting with Giovanni Testori and Augusto del Noce.
Straight after important artists, men of science, philosophers, writers from Italy and abroad have
compared their experience with such cultural novelty. The beginning was also signed by the stream
of dissidents from Soviet Union and Eastern Countries through the association Russia Cristiana and
by the close relation with Meeting of Rimini “for the friendship among peoples”.
At the beginning of Nineties – while Milan stopped under the coups of justicialism – the Center changed both the name in “Centro Culturale di Milano (Cultural Center of Milan) and the location too,
moving in Zebedia Street, n° 2, an ancient place in the historical center of Milan, near Milan Cathedral, mentioned by Maggi, where – as to the historical literature’s writer Dante Isella – the intellectual circles used to meet at the end of Eighteenth century. The Centro Culturale di Milano enlarges
its boundaries: persons, groups from all over the world that recognize one another for their common
desire and research of the truth and thanks to internet put themselves in touch passing through
Milan. So it begins the study and the attention to life and to Milan restarting; the School of Creative
Writing “Flannery O’ Connor” starts off with Luca Doninelli and Giorgio Pontiggia and moreover the
Home of Poetry, the systematic meeting with the Jewish world, the prophetic knowledge of Islam
and the islamic question, the historicity of the Gospels and of the Christian documents, the exhibitions and the Exercise Books of Photography, the dialogue with the Italian and European laymen,
the partnership with Milanese institutions, universities, editing houses, theaters, and together with
the Italian Cultural Centers Association the coordination with more than 70 Cultural Centers. So it
unwinds the original research and meeting, but always remaining ourselves, between the grownups “knowing how to speak” and the young people “knowing how to listen to”. The Center becomes
meeting point of personalities becoming after members of the Center and stage for lectures deeply
leaving their mark on our time: from Hans von Balthasar, Emmanuel Levinas, Czeslaw Milosz, John
Eccles, Andrej Tarkowskij, Chaim Potok, Antony Burgess, Federico Zeri, Mario Luzi to David Grossman, from Alain Finkielkraut, Jean Clair, Joel Meyerowitz, John Polkinghorne, Ugo Amaldi, Carlo
Rubbia, John Barrow, Paul Davies, Laurent Lafforgue, Remi Braque, Joseph Weiler, Aharon Appelfed,
Samir Khalil, Riccardo Muti to Rami Bahrami and more than 2500 Italian and international authors,
writers, lecturers.
The simple and passionate work of young students and professional men and women devoting free
part of their time and life, not only but also the cooperation and the network of associations, magazines and institutions (i.e. Euresis, Admira, Medicine and Person, Foundation for Subsidiarity, Trails of
Cinema, Theater “Fontana”): this is the pecularity and the strength of the Center’s life.
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CMC - CENTRO CULTURALE DI MILANO

CULTURE CAN ONLY BE ORIGINATED BY PASSION FOR LIFE.
And passion for life is that cognitive and affective emphasis emerging from a definite idea of existence and from a definite judgement on life value. From this the Centro Culturale di Milano starts again
every time in order to know, to meet and to stirr up everyone who desires to look at the reality in
such a way. It’s not only learning’s capacity. It’s rather the result of a full awareness of the fondness
of the experience we are living inside such reality and inside the history. And this is more perceived
today, owing to the great uncertainty and confusion we have to notice constantly. It seems that only
the category of impossibility – the one that admits only the end and the mere nothing of things, the
uselessness of reality – finds citizenship.
The culture, in fact, is a showcase of abstract and evasive ideas and concepts considered as diversions, that hold in no esteem the whole horizon that marks the human heart and that are not up
to the hope for which such heart calls. Our presence in the cultural life has a different facet, able
of enthusiasm. We have to recognize, on the contrary, that the dominant mentality is hostile to the
assertion of a cultural position, when this one expresses itself as a critical and systematic experience of the whole reality; to the catholic culture it’s at most conceded a certain benevolence towards
spiritualism, till it is hanging in an abstract dimension. But such benevolence can provoke great misunderstandings: we cannot be silent on the fact that, sometimes the catholic culture has, perhaps
unconsciously, favored a compromising relation with the secularist culture. The rabbi of Jerusalem,
David Rosen, during the Meeting of Rimini has clearly declared that any truthful dialogue is possible
only if the conversation partners start from the conscience of the differences of their ideal positions.
The careful look to the Christian experience and the awareness of the difference and non-involvement of our place make paradoxically more powerful the meeting and the appreciation of the other,
without feeling anybody as an enemy, but in relation with everyone as testified by the numerous relationships, meetings, cooperations happened during the various Center’s activities.
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BORIS GARANGER

FLUID
Has a particular face struck you during the yellow vests protests ? Do you recall all the faces ? You probably remember the boxer, Christophe
Dettinger, who was on the news for several weeks because he knocked a cop down. Do you remember any other faces ? Probably not. Not that
much.
You keep in mind clashes, violence, crowds, demonstrations, blue vests against yellow ones, a great energy, yet one rarely takes individualities into account. You have one image in mind, one of well-equipped policemen facing angry yellow vests. Why this particular one and not
the thousands of faces that were part of the procession ? “Group mentality”. Indeed, gathering is a way to gain strength, power and therefore
impact. This solidarity towards adversity brings a kind of effervescence, vigor, adrenaline which increases forces, in the abnegation of one-self.
The group and its motivation take over individual inspirations and one’s morale. The man becomes the link of a chain that generates an almost
unstoppable mass : momentum.
The crowd puts in place a process of fluid mechanics that uniformizes the peloton. An illusion of invulnerability is created. This also produces
misbehaviors. People stop feeling responsible for their action, they hide behind the group to commit violent actions, by conformism, by imitation.
Opposition resembles a stereotype. One of the group’s goal is to divide the opponent in order to rule.
The group mentality appears in many circumstances. At school (exclusion), in the street (gang), in demonstrations (strikes), at sport events
(athlete, hooligans, festivals, concert), at work, riots, lynching
• Appearance as a societal vehicle
-The individual in his environment or the individual in society
Behaviors are influenced by the clothes worn. Uniform at school is justified in certain countries as the solution against exclusion. The counterargument is the risk of uniformizing mindsets. Fashion breaks boundaries between social classes. It can also bring a type of deposing. Some
gangs can be recognized through their clothing style, supporters also dress with their team’s jersey. A specific item of clothing worn by a group,
elates it, sets it ablaze. It becomes intoxicated by a specific ardor.
An item of clothing is a vector of the individual in society. How does it speak ? What does it say about the appearance one wishes to convey? An
appearance that society demands from us but that we choose in order to oppose it. Just like the characters of “François Bart” tell us about a
job, an environment, a social or meteorological climate ? Sometimes, fast and expressive brush paints suggest that characters are defined by
their movements and their actions rather than by their physical place in the world.
Each individual has its own expressivity, unique to oneself, that makes its unicity, an expressivity conveyed through the body. Movement defines
the individual in space. The subject is a presence though the body, an action though its movement, an appearance through his clothing, its style.
A hidden or suggested face is a way to express, through the body, a personal attitude, even through a universal move. A specific attention toadvocate plurality of the body’s identities. “hape, figure, attitude, actions, also give out information on the intimate.
• Figuration abstraction
Figuration does and think of the body as worthy of being represented – in all its ugliness, its diversity. The body becomes an object of artistic
claim. Above all, the subject serves the matter. Figuration is a universal and popular language. It helps me face my doubts. I am in a phase
where my fruitful production allows me to question myself on different themes, including abstraction, through backgrounds.
Abstraction is an essential part of this series. I am looking for the moment where figuration becomes abstraction and abstraction becomesfigurations, that instant of balance in which they become interlocked. That place which triggers a desire to know more, which stirs curiosity and
pushes us to look for coherence of history and space. I am shifting that equilibrium point. Figuration takes more or less over on abstraction.
Sometimes, the background and the shape combine, dissociating one from the other becomes a contortion, an effort.
The framing is close. It contains shapes. They wish to exit the painting. One has a feeling of overflow, an overwhelming energy. This “objective”
allows me to accentuate a formal shift, an abstraction. The spectator is placed in a situation of direct confrontation, of submersion with the
subjetcs represented. The size is big. It is justified by a desire to live the painting through gesture and immersion. The fusion of figuration and
abstraction in my works is the result of a process. Abstract versions of reality are looking to express themselves in a personal and singular vision of the world. All pictorial work is an exercise of abstraction eventually leading to the elaboration of a “figure”. Matter (painting, abstraction)
et effects of matter (representation, figuration) : an association bearing fruits.
I am working on paint in different states, more or less diluted. A brush dipped in matter allows me to create an opacity of the matter, a surface.
On the contrary, diluted paint brings luminosity, depth, and binder to the canvas. Working in the moist, which is possible with oil paint allows for
the different layers to mix and combine. To constrain a paint, free of its own chemical movement. After using acrylic, I now systematically paint
with oil. I find its vivacity, its texture, and its malleability fascinating. I am looking for the moment where color is turned into value, the mysterious vibrations of clustered tones.
“As paint owns its own beauty, one can create an abstract beauty, as long as it remains pictorial”
Pablo Picasso
Artefact and questioning
A work of art is an artefact. An artefact is also an undesirable effect, a parasite. I still chose to create this work, I have desired it. I am playing
with the word. There is a playful paradox.
I take an intimates look on paintings with human presence. Human, yes, but where ? And how ? A double sided questioning on my pictorial practice, that is on the presence and the absence, on the meaning and the shape.
If today it is difficult for me to qualify my approach within a precise artistical movement, I would place myself between the frontiers of classical
figuration and modern abstraction, at the margin of post-impressionism and narrative figuration.
Influences
Van Gogh, Cézanne, Lucian Freud, Jenny Saville, Alex Kanevsky, Francis Bacon, Richter, Mickael Borremans, Euan Uglow ; mais aussi Félicia
Forte, Benjamin Bjorklund, Denis Sarazhin, Erin Nicole Henry, Johan Barrios, Nikola Antoniou, Michael Carson, Pedro Covo, Phil Hale are painters who, today, fascinate me by their genius way of representing bodies.
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Fluid

Oil on canvas
130x100 cm
2019
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BORIS GARANGER

Boris Garanger is 33 years old and was born in France. After his Baccalauréat (for UK French equivalent of
the A levels, for US high school diploma) he decided to spend a year abroad in Bournemouth, England. It is
said that travelling shapes the youth. As he bounded with youngsters from all over the world, he came back
with an extremely developed intercultural sensitivity. Bilingual, he enters the Ecole des Beaux Arts de Lorient
where he spends a year discovering several techniques. With an increasing desire of wanting to pursue his
formation in visual arts, he entered in second year at the Beaux Arts de Rennes with an option in Art. There,
he will develop a strong interest in contemporary art. He spent his 4th year at the Ecole La Cambre in Brussels, with an option in sculpture. After a year, he took the decision to leave. Out of a longing for adventure
and a taste for risk taking, he spends a year travelling (Madagascar, île Maurice, ...) and is inspired pictorially
by these different landscapes... He undertakes a special formation of metal and iron work. His daily jobs in
the construction business have given him a certain expertise in assembling and building, which is not unrelated to his artistic project... Then came Switzerland, Canada, the United-States... Yearning for new landscapes, encounters, knowledge, and greatness, Boris Garanger soaks in experiences from his different travels in
order to feed its creation.
As he came back to France in 2018, he decided to settle there, as well as fully and definitively commit to his
artistic work. He regularly takes part in events and contests.
“Les soudeurs dans la nuit“ a Change (Mayenne). 5th participation
“Le festival du premier roman“ a Laval. 2nd participation
“Art home expo” à Chatou. 2019
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Ernesto Mistretta
France
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ERNESTO MISTRETTA

DRAPERY
Monochromatic work carried out on a wooden frame with elastic neoprene fabric, rope and
metallics rings. Elementary but playful at the same time, this artwork plays on the folds,
twists and deformations of the surface skin of the painting. The possibility to position the
rope freely through the holes and to tighten them with different pressures, allows to obtain
multiple configurations of the framework (which may suggest a plaster low-relief). Evolutionary work that reflects our contemporaneity through the materials and its technological
aesthetics.

DRAPERY
Mix media
30x30x3 cm
2019
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ERNESTO MISTRETTA

Thought like small architectures, each artwork invites the one who looks at it to lead a new reflection on the
function of art. Each piece explores new subjects, playful and interactive systems whose purpose is to build
its own artwork.
Artist, architect, designer
Born 1976 (Italien) lives and works in Paris
2018-2019 : develops his plastic and artistic research
2007-2017 : art director in the Jean Nouvel Studio
2001-2006 : creation and dévelopment of Ernesto Mistretta Studio
1995-2000 : studies at the University of architecture in Italy and France
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Eunsol Soul Eom
South Korea
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EUNSOL SOUL EOM

SCARED PEOPLE: DEATH
Scared People Series is the most important on-going theme and this is the last one of the
series so far. People couldn’t look in the front and they looked scared in the past paintings.
But this year, I tried to see my fear and overcome it, so in this painting, people look at the
fear. The skull obviously means “Death” in this painting and many of the women around are
staring at him. Some of them still can’t face him.

Reference photography by Heinrich Hoffmann.
Death guy is inspired by Van Gogh’s Skull of a Skeleton with Burning Cigarette.

Scared People: Death
Oil on canvas
200x190 cm
2019
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EUNSOL SOUL EOM

I draw and paint people. I am most interested in people including myself, especially myself, so I make a lot
of self-portraits. Whenever I look into the mirrors, I see the most familiar person but at the same time, I see
the strangest. I am always with me since I was born, so I can never see myself as a third person. I paint to
find myself and see myself more clearly. Even though I painted other people’s faces, every one of my artworks could be me, because I made them and I am always reflected there. All my paintings could be called as
self-portraits.
Scared People Series is the most important on-going theme. Since I had hard times, I’ve been having lots of
thoughts about death and losing my people. No matter how much I’ve been thinking about death, I couldn’t
escape the feeling of fear. Then I started to see the fear in my face and others’.
We all have something to fear. How you face the fear and how much you can face the fear would be all different. The Scared People are our appearances of being afraid, but they’re probably all me. In the past, most
of the people in the paintings couldn’t stare at the front, but from the paintings of this year, people started to
look in the front or try to find and face the fears. This was the progress of realizing and overcoming my dark
sides and fears.

1994 		
2014 - 2019
		
2019 – 2020
		

born in Seoul, Republic of Korea
Diploma of Painting, The State Academy of Fine Arts Karlsruhe, Germany
with Prof. Corinne and Raphaela Vogel
Meisterschule(Master School) of Painting, The State Academy of Fine Arts Karlsruhe,
Germany / with Prof. Corinne and Philipp Kremer

Exhibitions
Group
2019		
		

Summer Exhibition 2018, The State Academy of Fine Arts Karlsruhe, Germany
Scared People, Diploma Exhibition 2019, The State Academy of Fine Arts Karlsruhe, Germany

2018		
		
		
		

Pixpills Exhibition Vol.1 ‘Visual Overdose’, Rust Bakery, Seoul, Republic of Korea
Annual Exhibition 2018, The State Academy of Fine Arts Karlsruhe, Germany
Summer Exhibition 2018, The State Academy of Fine Arts Karlsruhe, Germany
Intersection One, Orgelfabrik – Culture in Durlach, Karlsruhe, Germany

2017		
		
		

Annual Exhibition 2017, The State Academy of Fine Arts Karlsruhe, Germany
Summer Exhibition 2017, The State Academy of Fine Arts Karlsruhe, Germany
Art Toy Culture 2017 with ROTTA, COEX, Seoul, Republic of Korea

2016		
		

Annual Exhibition 2016, The State Academy of Fine Arts Karlsruhe, Germany
Summer Exhibition 2016, The State Academy of Fine Arts Karlsruhe, Germany

2015		
		

Summer Exhibition 2015, The State Academy of Fine Arts Karlsruhe, Germany
BACK TO THE 90’s, Jaeum&Moeum Gallery, Seoul, Republic of Korea

2014		
		

Summer Exhibition 2014, The State Academy of Fine Arts Karlsruhe, Germany
Short hair Eunhye, Digital Media City, Seoul, Republic of Korea

2013		

Buffalo River Art Gallery, Kansas, USA

Solo
2018		

Scared People, Invited Solo Exhibition, Kara’s Gallery, Seoul, Republic of Korea

2017		

Invited Solo Exhibition, Gallery A, Gyeonggi, Republic of Korea

2016		

Invited Solo Exhibition, Gallery A, Gyeonggi, Republic of Korea

2015		

Invited Solo Exhibition, Gallery A, Gyeonggi, Republic of Korea

2014		

Invited Solo Exhibition, Gallery A, Gyeonggi, Republic of Korea

Awards
2018		
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The Elizabeth Greenfields Foundation, Award Recipient, Canada
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Giulio Locatelli
Italy
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GIULIO LOCATELLI

THE CATHEDRAL
An animal architecture, a nest, a protected place, an element of sensitivity.
An undetermined form, open to different connections that form and gives shape through the
thread.
A cocoon, a shelter that generates filaments, conductive strands that branch into space
trying to find harmony and affinities with the host place, thus, as the animal man weaves its
roots within society trying to build a personal and safe dimension in which to live.
The Cathedral produces a series of skeins, knots, tangles that become symbols of relationships, bonds, unions, friendships and awareness.
The interweaving of these relationships, experiences, knowledge, stories, affections, alliances generate architecture, the Cathedral, destined to expand and change in a liquid way over
time, adapting to the surrounding conditions.
If above me a sky studded with endless stories with which to weave and weave relationships,
inside me, The Cathedral, whose intention is to generate roots, synchronies with the outside,
which at the same time determine both the structure that the contents of the Cathedral itself.

The Cathedral

Textile
Width 110 cm ; Height 85 cm ; Depth 80 cm
2019
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GIULIO LOCATELLI

Giulio Locatelli was born in 1993 in Bergamo. In 2015. Giulio obtained a bachelor degree in painting at Brera
Academy of Fine Arts in Milan. In 2017 Giulio obtains a second level degree in painting at the same Academy.

PERSONAL EXHIBITIONS
2018
Tracciati, critical text by Lara Treppiede, Art Critic, Ghiggini 1822 Art Gallery, Varese, 06 October – 18 November
RESIDENCY
2018
Michelangelo Reload, curated by Alessandro Romanini, Artistic Residency, Foundation Arti Visive, Pietrasanta, 10 – 16 December
2016
SYNCHRONICITY, Artistic residence, Shexian, Anhui, China, 23 May – 09 June

(catalogue)

2015
SFaSE, artistic residence, 18 artists were brought face to face with a historical place, Ex Cartiere Paolo Pigna, Alzano Lombardo, Bergamo, 24 August- 10 October ( catalogue )
EXHIBITIONS
2019
Winner Premio Sponga 2019, Fondation BTS Miniartextil, Exi San Francesco’s Church, Como, 28 September – 17 November.
Contemporanea Finalist, Iseo Arsenal Foundation, Brescia, 22 September - 4 November
2018
HIV / AIDS BETWEEN INVISIBLE AND VISIBLE, GAMeC, Bergamo (BG), 1 - 9 December
Finalist XVI Edition Morlotti Prize Imbersago “Other Landscapes”, Municipality of Imbersago (LC), 20 October - 4 November
Contemporanea Finalist, Iseo Arsenal Foundation, Brescia, 22 September - 4 November
Nocivelli Prize Finalist, Verolanuova, Brescia, 9 - 23 September
ARTEXICRE, Adriano Bernareggi Museum, curated by Giovanni Berera and don Giuliano Zanchi, Bergamo, 5 June - 27 July
International Tirrenian Biennial, Monumental Complex of St. John the Baptist, Corso Umberto I Cava de ‘Tirreni (SA), 1 - 24 June
TEXTS. WITNESSES. TESTIMONIALS, curated by Antonia Guglielmo, staged by Lorenzo Argentino, Circuiti Dinamici, Milan, 30 April - 12
May
17 National Award of Art, City of Novara, curated by Vincenzo Scardigno, Castello Sforzesco Visconteo, Novara, 14 – 22 April
Collective Exhibition in Gallery, Gallery Ghiggini Arte, Varese, 23 February – 10 March
2017
Genius Loci: dialogues between contemporary art and territory, Martinengo, 15 –16 October
Gallery Lattuada, Street dell’Annunciata 31, Milan
Open Academy, Brera, Milan, 13 July – 12 August
Contamination, Fiber Art Gallery Officina d’arte e tessuti, Spoleto, 30 June – 31 July
CONFCOMMERCIO PRIZE MILAN, LODI, MONZA, BRIANZA winner, Change and Exchange Bovara Palace, Venice Course, Milan, 29 June
– 14 July
Artist’s book at the palace, Villa Appiani, Milan, 27 June
Osservatorio 9, La carica dei 104, Palazzo Mandelli, Arena Po ( PV ), 22 – 25 April
2016
Finalist, Premio Novicelli, Verolanuova, Brescia, Italy.
11^ Festa del Moscato di Scanzo, Scanzorosciate ( BG ), 8 – 11 September
POZZO DEI GOTI IN ARTE 2016, Barcellona, Sicily, 25 – 28 August.
SYNCHRONICITY, Moca Westlake gallery, Hangzhou, China, 12 June – 15 June
Finalista, II° classificated, Premio GhigginiArte XV edition by GHIGGINI 1822, Gallery Ghiggini Arte, Varese, 21 May – 25 June (catalogue).
SCATTO, art project, edited by Sotto Alt( r )a Quota, Bergamo, 25 April ( catalogue ).
2015
Four edition “da>verso coincidenze”, where art multiples are in an open dialogue with unpublished texts by some of the most interesting
voices in the contemporary poetry scene. Art project by Chiara Giorgetti, poetic project by Italo Testa, coordination by Margherita Labbe,
graphic design by Paolo di Vita, Laboratorio Formentini, Milan, 18 December
“ Lavoro cibo per l’anima, work food for the soul “, edited by Italo Chiodi, ex chiesa della maddalena, Bergamo, 11 September- 27 September
( catalogue )
“ Palma il Vecchio, reinterpretation of the painting of Santa Apollonia “, Sala delle colonne del Chiostro del Monastero della SS. Trinità di
Serina ( BG ), 18 july – 23 August ( catalogue )
Salon Primo, Young Artist of Brera Academy, Bicocca University, Milan, 19 March-19 April ( catalogue)
“ Colori d’inverno “ Web Art gallery, Treviso, 10-12 January ( catalogue )
2014
11 edition of Moroni’s trophy at A.C.A.F Artemisia Gallery, Borgo San Leonardo Bergamo’s old town, 17-30 October ( catalogue )
Permanent exhibition at the retirement home “Gleno “, art project by architect and designer Baleri ( catalogue )
Polarexpo, Collective exhibition curated by Daniele Maffeis, Bergamo 18 April
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Johannes Steininger
Austria
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JOHANNES STEININGER

GOBBL1308_.2
A high relief pattern with monochromatic color layering in opera-grey, which protrudes threedimensionally out of the vinyl floor with multiple line condensations with two attachment
rods.
The inflation valve is located at the rear. Made of several vinyl layers and with compressed air
inside the core, the plastic deformation (high relief) causes the surface.

GOBBL1308_.2

Air-sculpture, inflatable-art
Wood, soft vinyl, fabric & air - RF welding, hot air aeration
cm. 45 (H) °— 35 (W) °— 9 (D) °
2019
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JOHANNES STEININGER

The Austrian artist johannes_steininger_m.a._m_a_ works in the context of air the International NeoAvantgarde of the 1960s and 1970s.
The focus of my work is the experimental handling of form and materiality. In the interplay of reduced formal
language with the colorfulness and haptic of the materials, works between relief and painting are created.
Mainly with semi-finished products from the plastics industry, which is used in the industry for inflatable
lightweight constructions.
I development new unique forms in Soft Sculptures and other Soft Art Forms as a new and innovative medium.
A key innovation at the time and period of human history:
WELCOME TO THE PLASTIC AGE
MY. Air-filled three-dimensional contemporary artworks, in which soft synthetic films penetrate each other
and at the same time contains the acoustic space of its “natural frequencies”, the soft neomaterial serves as
a methodical starting point with the fluid medium | AIR. AIR becomes an intensification of materiality, which
thus assumes a physically perfect form or is deformed on the surface.
The High- Relief Sculpture -Plastics culminate in a row of subjectively figurative Tableau Wall- Panels which
represent the confrontational complexity of the medium air. It struggles equally with the possibilities of
sculptural action as well as with the architectural, acoustic and auditory framework of its space_presentation. With their strong presence, the aerial objects or air sculptures develop an essential physical character
and draw attention to how the sound space and we as listeners and viewers relate to each other in the sound
space.
The work johannes_steininger_m.a._m_a_ is characterized by stringency and openness, intensity and lightness.
johannes_steininger_ m.a._m _a_
.
was born 1977 in Austria I Linz. currently lives and works in LINZ :: AUT : :.
1992 I 1996 Apprenticeship Machinist, EBNER Industrieofenbau I
1996 I Community- Service in upper Austria, Samariterbund I
I 1997 Voluntary work at Culture Club StwSt Linz & Culture Club Zuckerfabrik I 1997 I Course of education audio technician & audio
technology Professional I I 1998 Self-employed Sound_Engineer, State of Upper Austria
1997 I 1998 Employment contract with National public broadcaster ORF I 1999 I 1999 Multiskilling and retraining on Direct Marketing
College I
1999 I 2000 Technical Assistant (TA) at Culture – Center Bruckmühle I
I 2000 W.T.R. announce Foundation , Production and DSTR. Music Bands I 2000 I 2002 Employment contract with Theater Phoenix Linz I
2002 I 2003 World tour to I Malaysia, Australia, Indonesia, Thailand, China I
I 2003 Employment contract with Upper Austrian Culture Quarter I
2003 I 2005 Non-degree study program at Bruckner conservatory I Department: Studio for Advanced Music & Media Technology
2004 I Employment contract with the Theater Phoenix Linz I
2004 I 2008 Bachelor- Studies at the University of Art and Design I Department: _ Space & Design strategies
2008 I 2010 Master’s degree study at the Berlin University of the Arts (UdK) I Department: Acoustic Communication & Sound Studies
I 2010 UdK University, education and specializing in auditive architecture I Department: _Auditive Architecture
2010 I 2011 Guest Student at the Technical University of Berlin I
Department: _Engineering Acoustics
I 2011 second Master’s degree study at the University of Art and Design I Department: _ Space & Design strategies
I 2012 Ph.D.– studies at the University of Art and Design I
Department: _ Space & Design strategies
2012 I 2019 Freelance artiste I
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Manuel Grosso
Italy
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MANUEL GROSSO

RELIQUIAE
A fragment, a fragment found after the exploration of the Isonzo river bed.
The element was “torn” in situ using, mutatis mutandis, a technique similar to that of tears
for frescoes. Once brought into the studio he was subjected to a process of recomposition,
decantation, purification of redundant visual elements, such as mud, roots and grass, and
painted with monochrome veils of ultramarine blue.

Reliquiae

Mix Media – epoxy resin, polyurethane foams, sand, acrylics, fabric, wooden panel
L 128 | A 190 | P 3 cm
2016
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MANUEL GROSSO
The Earth’s surface, understood as a large canvas on which to intervene by making tears / casts, is the
physical and psychic place of my last artistic research.
The logic of recovering the frescoes through the eighteenth-century tear-off technique is revisited by me
symbolically and, mutatis mutandis, technically.
The creative action consists exactly in going in search of orographic parts, tracks, passages of human
and animal lives, buried and abandoned objects, sometimes devoid of any seductive power that they are
literally “torn” with the help of polyurethane resins from their sites and, having arrived at the studio,
paintings with monochrome veils. Visually it could be called low or organic reliefs.
As in the case of the series dedicated to the texturizing action of rain on sand and the footprints of the
trawl nets on the shoreline, what interests me therefore has to do with minimal things, often hidden, but
bearers of a silent lyricism.
Psychically, a concentrated look at the earth, at its “underground living room”, it makes it possible to
snatch awareness of everyday plenium horror. In this series of works the process creative itself counts as
much as the object itself. The playful dimension that characterizes it is the subject itself, but implicit, of
my artistic intentions. The physical body involved in the stimulus-seeking action visual, the most subtle
energy aspect of design thoughts and intentions stimulated by each new one observation create a design
schedule that flows into formal synthesis of the “tears”.
Manuel Grosso was born in Gorizia in 1974, lives and works in Romans d’Isonzo (Go).
He received an artistic-philosophical education. For ten years it has opened “Maninarte”, a studio with
art workshop, gallery and socio-cultural promotion functions in the country of residence.
personal
2017
Fragmenta, Circoloquadro, Milan curated by Ivan Quaroni
2010
From the earth, La Fortezza art gallery, Gradisca d’Isonzo, (Go)
2008
From the land, Piccola Galleria, Bolzano
collective
2019
Another spring, curated by Giuseppe Frangi, Castello Oldofredi, Calcio, Bergamo
2018
Without Censorship, Galleria La Fortezza, Gradisca d’Isonzo
2016
Streetscape 5, curated by Chiara Canali and Ivan Quaroni, Como
Sixth review of contemporary art, Casa dei Carraresi, Treviso
Statements 2016, Circoloquadro cultural association, Milan
2014
Artists for Solidea, Art Studio Maninarte, Romans d’Isonzo, (Go)
2013
Art & Restoration & Landscape, Municipal Gallery of Contemporary Art, Monfalcone, (Go) (cat.) -Artists for the boys of Val, Art
Studio Maninarte, Romans d’Isonzo, (Go)
2012
Terra - imagine time, Villa Randi, Clauiano, (Ud)
2011
Contemporary landscapes, ArtOpenSpace Provincial Gallery, Gorizia
2010
The refractions of art - 50 years of painting at Max Fabiani, Palazzetto Veneto, Monfalcone, (Go) -Beats, Caffè Bordo-Museo del
Confine, Gorizia
2009
Aeson, Cona Island, (Ud) (cat.)
2008
Land on earth, Cona Island, (Ud)
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Marie Miramont
France
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MARIE MIRAMONT

STENOPE N°1
Pinhole photography with photographic paper- Photography solargraphy
Sun as ink and pinhole as brush ….
A pinhole camera is a simple camera without a lens but with a tiny aperture – effectively a
light-proof box with a small hole in one side.
Light from a scene passes through the aperture and projects an inverted image on the opposite side of the box, which is known as the camera obscura effect.
The image of a pinhole camera may be projected to trace the image on paper. But it is more
often used without a translucent screen for pinhole photography
with photographic paper or film placed on the surface opposite to the pinhole aperture.
A common use of pinhole photography is to capture the movement of the sun over a long
period of time. This type of photography is called solarigraphy .
Pinhole photography is used for artistic reasons, but also for educational purposes to let
pupils learn about, and experiment with, the basics of photography.

STENOPE N°1

Pinhole photography with photographic paper- Photography solargraphy
29x16 cm
2018
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MARIE MIRAMONT

Marie Miramont was born on December 28th 1956.
She was a physiotherapist during 25 years but, unfortunately, she had a condition that almost made her lose
her sight..
She is now visually impaired..
However , 10 years ago , she took a new direction by launching in calligraphy, ink on paper,engraving …and
now solargraphies
Now she lives between Paris and south of France
Exhibitions

25 Octobre au 16 Novembre 2019 Espace d’Art Contemporain Les Carmes. Pamiers.
13 Mars 2019 Vente aux enchères Drouot (Paris) : 3 adjudications
21 Janvier au 2 Février 2019 ARTEMPO Cugnaux
22 Octobre au 27 Octobre 2018 Galerie Mage, 30 Place Mage Toulouse.
11 août au 12 août 2018 Festival d’art Manouche à Mazères.
25 Mai au 23 Juin 2018 Espace d’Art Contemporain Les Carmes. Pamiers.
18 Mai au 20 Mai 2018 à AAF Hong-Kong
17 Mars au 4 Juin, Musée Raymond Lafage Lisle sur Tarn
10 Mars Fondation Maison du Maroc. Paris
16 octobre 2017 au 2 Décembre 2017. Paris: 66 Av des Champs Elysées
12 au 15 Octobre 2017 ART-Expo Malaysia plus ( Kuala Lumpur)
26 au 30 octobre 2017 West Lake ART fair Hangzhou Chine
8 au 12 novembre Daegu Art fair Corée du sud
24, 25 et 26 Novembre ART 3F Bruxelles Parc des expositions
28 octobre au 1 novembre 2016 JIANGSU ART FAIR CHINE
22 au 25 Septembre ART 3F Bruxelles
23 au 26 juin 2016 Galerie Bruno Massa Art - Hamptons NewYork
20 au 23 mai 2016 Galerie Bruno Massa - Art Busan COREE
20 au 22 Mai 2016 : ART 3F TOULOUSE Parc des expositions (FRANCE).
24 Février au 1 Mars 2016 : SIA GALLERY 511W20th St. 2nd Floor2N Bruno Massa (NEW-YORK).
12 au 14 Mai 2016 : ART FAIR TOKYO Tokyo International Forum (JAPON).
11 au 13 Décembre 2015 : ART KAOHSIUNG TAIPEI (TAIWAN).
4, 5 et 6 Décembre 2015 : ART 3F MONTPELLIER Parc des expositions (FRANCE).
7 au 11 Octobre 2015 : KOREA INTERNATIONAL ART FAIR (KIAF) Bruno Massa (KOREA).
Expo d’été en ARIÈGE MIREPOIX, FOIX, PAMIERS.
16 au 28 Juillet 2015 : SHISATO CHO GALLERY (JAPON).
4 au 5 Juillet 2015 : ART OSAKA (JAPON).
13 au 17 Mai 2015 : SELECT ART FAIR Bruno Massa (NEW-YORK)
20 au 22 Mars 2015 : ART FAIR TOKYO Bruno Massa (JAPON).
24 Février au 09 Mars 2015 : GALLERY ATLANTIC Bruno Massa (NEW-YORK).
21 au 25 Janvier 2015 : ART PALM BEACH Bruno Massa (MIAMI).
13 au 19 Novembre 2014 : AFFORDABLE ART FAIR (HAMBURG).
23 au 25 Octobre 2014 : SALON BUSINESS ART Espace Pierre Cardin Paris 8 (Sab’s Connexions).
12 au 19 Septembre 2014 : SALLE JEAN JAURES, Mairie de Foix.
16 au 20 Juin 2014 : GALERIE BMCExpo Franco Coréenne - assemblée nationale de Séoul.
1 au 13 Juillet 2014 : SOHO ART GALLERYGalerie Bruno Massa OSAKA, (JAPON).
12 au 13 Juillet 2014 : ART OSAKA Galerie Bruno Massa OSAKA, (JAPON).
10 au 13 Avril 2014 : Expo Toronto ART EXPO (CANADA).
4 au 6 Avril : MALONE GALERIE BOOTH BASAK Affordable ART EXPO (NEW-YORK).
10 au 22 Mars : Exposition collective GBMC 54 av. de la Motte Piquet PARIS 15.
Janvier 2014 - Décembre 2014 : GALERIE BDMC 54 Avenue La Motte Picquet PARIS 15.
17 Février au 2 Mars 2014 : ATLANTIC GALLERY Chelsea (NEW-YORK).
8 au 19 Avril 2014 : GALERIE MONALISA 32 rue de Varenne PARIS 7.
15 Janvier au 23 Février 2014 : WAV PARTY MADRID 2014 Centro Cultural La Vaguada.
Janvier 2014 : 5TH BASE GALLERY LONDON 23 Heneage St, LONDON E1 5LJ.
4 au 8 décembre 2013 : ART EN CAPITAL Le Grand Palais de PARIS.
16 au 19 Octobre 2013 : GALERIE ETIENNE DE CAUSANS 25 rue de Seine PARIS 6.
28 Juillet au 11 Août 2013 : CHIANTI STAR FESTIVAL (Palazzo Malaspina) Star Festival San Donato al Poggio Toscane ITALIE.
Juin 2013 : HOTEL LE CAPITOLE 10 Rue Rivals Toulouse.
9 au 23 Juin 2013 : SALON VIOLET Hôtel Forest Hill 28 TER Avenue Corentin Cariou 75019 PARIS.
12 Juin au 23 Juin 2013 : SCRIBE L’HARMATTAN 10 Rue Frederic Sauton 75000 PARIS.
23 Juin 2013 : SALON ART CONTEMPORAIN 17 Avn. Raymond Poincarré (Trocadéro) PARIS.
Mars 2013 : ESPACE SOPHIE JEAN Place du Capitole TOULOUSE.
27 Novembre au 2 Décembre 2012 : OPEN ART CODE PARIS 2012.
Salon des artistes indépendants.GRAND PALAIS av. Winston Churchill 75008 PARIS.
1er au 5 Novembre 2012 : GMAC BASTILLE Place de la Bastille PARIS.
3 Juin 2012 : 1er salon d’art contemporain franco-israelien B’Nai B’Rith espace Catherine MAX.
17 av. Raymond Poincaré 75016 PARIS.
- Artiste de l’Unesco
- Exposition à Paris en Novembre 2010 et Novembre 2011 à l’espace le scribe l’harmattan
- Exposition à Auch en été 2011 à la librairie les petits papiers
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Marlene Siff
United States of America
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MARLENE SIFF

TRUTH POLITICS LIES
This work is from a series 47 abstract paintings, works on paper and sculptures that comprise “Elements of Peace.” I embarked on the series in the hope of heightening awareness of
world issues through art. This series asks difficult questions from a macro lens perspective:
is war inevitable, is peace something that exists only in moments of time, and can peace ever
be the natural state of our world?
The eight white paintings, which include “Truth, Politics, Lies,” represent a dramatic departure from Siff’s previous work, which explodes with bold color. The new aesthetic engenders a
soft meditative space, a “tabula rasa,” which encourages both inward reflection and outward
projection. For Siff, the process of keeping the paintings monochromatic was an exercise in
self restraint, reflecting those who have sacrificed their needs for the good of others.

Truth Politics Lies

Acrylic on Linen
Width 103 | Height 106 | Depth 41 cm
2011
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MARLENE SIFF
Marlene Siff was born in Manhattan and raised in the Bronx. She was an art honors student at the eponymous High School of Music & Art (now LaGuardia High School of Music, Art and Performing Arts located
near Lincoln Center). She earned a B.A. in Fine Arts from Hunter College where she studied with Richard
Lippold, William Baziotes and Raymond Parker. Ms. Siff was also elected to Kappa Pi, the prestigious Honorary Arts Society.
Marlene Siff’s work has been exhibited in museums, galleries and universities throughout the U.S. and abroad, including: the Aldrich Contemporary Art Museum, the Katonah Museum of Art, the New Britain Museum
of American Art, the Mattatuck Museum, the Attleboro Arts Museum, Columbia/Barnard University, the
University of Texas, the Walsh Art Gallery at Fairfield University, Eastern Kentucky University and The Capitol
building in Washington D.C.
In addition, her work is in the permanent collection of the B’nai B’rith Klutznick National Jewish Museum in
Washington D.C. and in the Brian C. Nevin Welcome Center at Cornell University. Her work can also be found
in the private collection of Samuel and Ronnie Heyman.
Ms. Siff was also featured in an episode of Creative Women Today, on CT Cablevision, selected to appear
in Years In The Making, a documentary film by Martin West, and was one of 13 women in the Westport arts
community profiled in the film 13 Legendary Women sponsored by the Westport Arts Center.
Among this year’s highlights, Ms. Siff’s was invited to participate in the prestigious Art of the Northeast,
curated by Bill Carroll (Director of The Elizabeth Foundation for the Arts Studio Program) at Silvermine
Galleries, New Canaan CT and in Freedom of Abstraction at Site:Brooklyn, curated by Julia Halperin, Executive Editor of Artnet News. In the spring of 2020, she will have two solo exhibitions: at the gallery of the new
Westport Library and at the Cheshire School in Cheshire CT.
Since 2014 Marlene has been juried into 97 competitions throughout the United States and has won 33
awards.
Marlene Siff works in her home-based studio in Westport, CT.

<<I am concerned with communicating a sense of harmony, balance, order and spirituality.
We are all confronted on a daily basis with the fragmentation of our non-linear lives, trying as in a puzzle,
to make the pieces fit together to make sense of it all. My paintings, works on paper, and sculpture depict
imagery of personal and global events and psychological issues. They are a reflection of the world we live
in, expressed through geometric shapes, color, light, space, texture, edges and movement, each interplaying
with one another and engaging the viewer to participate.
The multi-dimensionality and layering of my work reference what one must uncover to penetrate the illusions
of reality in order to reach the mystery and essence of the soul.
In my body of work entitled Elements of Peace, I embarked on a series of white paintings (in addition to the
black paintings and paintings in color) that abandoned my signature bold palette. The white paintings pay
homage to people who have been affected by war. White is soft, quiet, spiritual, unadorned and full of infinite
possibilities. My intention was to create an architectural space for rest, retreat, connection, reflection and
identification.
The love of my family, gardens, ballet, music, and a profound interest in world issues have always found their
way into my work. In my nearly complete new interactive body of work 7 Finely Tuned, I have decided to formally bring back color and embrace music in my paintings.>>
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Nikita Sacha
Philippines
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NIKITA SACHA

IKAW
“Ikaw” is part of my ongoing series, “Ang Mahabang Gabi Ng Iyong Liwanag” (The Long Night
of Your Light) which are of abstracted portraits that explore personal relationships conducted
over long distances. Inspired by the need to communicate with my family by video call while
studying in a different country when I was pursuing my MFA, I interpret images of video calls
during moments of failing internet connection. I use this as a visual for disconnection and
separation, both emotional and physical.

Ikaw

Oil on canvas
25,4x25,4 cm
2017
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NIKITA SACHA
Nikita Sacha is a multi-disciplinary artist whose body of work spans installation, photography, sculpture, and
painting in different media.
She earned a BFA from Miriam College, Philippines in 2008, and an MFA in painting from the Academy of Art
in San Francisco, CA, in 2017.
She has been exhibiting for over twenty years and has had several solo shows in her native Philippines, the
first of which was in 2009. She has also participated in multiple juried and invitational group exhibitions
around the US, the UK, and Europe. This year, two of her pieces were displayed in the curatorial venture “On
Walking Away” in Venice, Italy. Her work has been in the National Portrait gallery and was part of the touring
exhibition for the prestigious 2018 BP Portrait Award. It was one of the paintings chosen from thousands.
She recently completed a residency in Zhejiang, China for which she made a site-specific installation made
with local materials. The project concluded in an art fair displaying work by artists from different parts of the
world.
SOLO EXHIBITIONS
2012
Phantom Limbs, Pocket Universe, Makati, Philippines
2011
When the Strings Come Off, Pablo Galleries, Cubao, Philippines
2009
Little Monsters, Big Sky Mind, Cubao, Philippines
SELECTED GROUP EXHIBITIONS
2019
BP Portrait Award 2018, Cartwright Hall, Bradford, UK
Botanik, Las Laguna Gallery, Los Angeles, CA
BP Portrait Award 2018, Scottish National Portrait Gallery, Edinburgh, UK
2018
On Walking Away, Associazione Culturale Spiazzi, Venice, Italy
BP Portrait Award 2018, Wolverhampton Art Gallery, Wolverhampton, UK
BP Portrait Award 2018, National Portrait Gallery, London, UK
2017
Juried Watercolor Exhibition: Traditional to Modern, Monmouth Museum, Lincroft, NJ
Inside the Flesh, The Cannery Galleries AAU, San Francisco, CA
Flora & Fauna, Arc Gallery & Studios, San Francisco, CA
Art in a Different Light, 111 Minna Gallery, San Francisco, CA
2010
Safety Series: The Philippines Fighting HIV, Outerspace: The Collective, Makati, Philippines
Plugged 8, Big Sky Mind, Cubao, Philippines
It’s Complicated, Pablo Galleries, Cubao, Philippines
RESIDENCIES
2019
Thousand Islet Lake Art Project & Residency, Hangzhou, China
COMISSIONS
2014
Cover and inlay art for Cold Summer by A Problem Like Maria
2011
Cover art for Decompose by WGWGSA x APLM
Cover and inlay art for Dalawang Mukha ng Pag-ibig by Ebe Dancel (released under Warner Music Philippines)

nikita.dancel@gmail.com
nikitasacha.com
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Ole Brodersen
Norway
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OLE BRODERSEN

UNTITLED FROM HORIZONTAL DISPLACEMENT
FLOW
Time is a device by which we measure the changes among natural substances.
- Carlo Rovelli, The order of time
Ole Brodersen‘s work explores the landscape and the natural forces that animate it. He is
attempting to show something beyond the appearances; the experience of the observer in the
landscape. Ole is trying to capture the feeling of being present in the landscape, by making
images that are, to an extent, a direct imprint of the environment in motion. This can be
achieved only in a semi-controlled manner, where the photographer gives up some of the
control over the production of the final image.
The majority of the images are seascapes, and where taken in and around Lyngør. This area
has a very long seafaring history that stretches back for generations. Ole has a strong connection with this landscape. His father is a sail maker, his grandfather was a sailor - like
many of his ancestors. Everyday life here is intricately bound with and supported by the sea.
Ole used to row to school and the fact that Lyngør is so prominent in his work is not surprising. It provides a subject matter and a natural backdrop for his pictorial experiments.
The basic working procedure is to orchestrate a shot in such a way that the unpredictable
processes operating in a landscape can be captured. In the case of “Trespassing”, various
objects are introduced, such as: Styrofoam floats, lights, kites and pieces of sail, etc. During one long exposure, they are allowed to drift freely through the frame, tracing a dynamic
portrait of the landscape. Physical forces in action are harnessed in a different way in “Horizontal Displacement”. Ole makes exposures of the horizon from a small boat. The camera
used as a tool to register movement becomes part of the movement it is mapping. Semi fast
exposures give unsharp renderings in heavy sea and more defined results in calmer weather.
In “Horizontal Displacement” the camera is put in a partially controlled situation, and waiting
to be hit by chance. There is here an echo of the famous legend of Turner tying himself to the
mast of a ship in order to experience the storm. The situation here is maybe less dramatic,
but the stakes are the same. To make images that are not simply snapshots of the transitory
states of a landscape, but transcripts of the experience of being in a place and reacting to
everything that surrounds you.
Unlike snapshots, Brodersen operates in an expanded temporal register. Through long exposures, multi-exposures or rotating panorama shots, he works with intervals of time, which
gives space to the forces in the landscape. The resulting images are evocative materializations of the physical processes at work. They are not images of the landscape, but rather
traces of its movement. Ole is trying to unveil a hidden landscape within the landscape. The
entire procedure enables nature to yield a figure of movement. Invisible force is captured into
a visible sign.
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Untitled from Horizontal Displacement

Analogue Silver Gelatin Print on matte fibre paper
56x44 cm - Ed. 2/5 + 1AP
2018
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OLE BRODERSEN

Solo Shows
2019 Stormen Bibliotek, Bodø, Norway
2019 Risør Kunstpark, Norway
2018 Soprafina Gallery, Boston, MA, USA
2018 Deedee Shattuck Gallery, Westport, MA, USA 2016 Qvale Galleri, Oslo, Norway
2014 Teknisk Museum, Oslo, Norway
2013 Ulicna Galerija, Ministry of Space, Belgrade, Serbia 2012/13 Stiftelsen Arkivet, Multiple locations, Norway
Selected Group Shows
2019 Shoot Market, Shoot Gallery, with Tom Sandberg, Dag Alveng ++ Oslo
2019 Fotofilmic 17, Vancouver, Thessaloniki, Paris, curated by Roger Ballen ++
2018 Nordic Light International Festival of Photography, Kristiansund, Norway
2017 Fotografihuset - #BLIHUS, Rådhusgalleriet, Oslo, Norway
2017 Uncertain States, Galleri Seilduken, KHIO, Oslo, Norway
2016 The Nordic Archives, launch at Nordic Icons Store, Tokyo, Japan
2016 Another North, ASF Scandinavia House, NYC, USA
2014 Towards the Light, Muriel Guépin Gallery, NYC, USA
2010 / 12 / 14 Sørlandsutstillingen, several locations, Norway
2013 Østlandsutstillingen, several locations, Norway
2013 Periskop, Belgrade, Serbia
2010 / 11 La Nuit de la Photo, Guidel and Orange, France
2009 Juleutstilling, Lillesand Kunstforening, Lillesand, Norway
Press
2019 Dagbladet Magasinet
2019 D2
2018 Dagbladet Magasinet
2016 The New Yorker
2016 ArtReport
2016 Harper‘s Magazine
2016 Fotografi.no
2015 Foto.no
2015 D2
2014 Aftenposten-TV
Curatorial Experience
2010 4910 Galleri, Lyngør, Norway. Selected artists in 2010: Ørnulf Opdahl, Rune Guneriussen and Dag Alveng
Experience
2011 - 2012 Assisting Dag Alveng (Represented at amongst others the Museum of Modern Art and the Metropolitain Museum of Art, New
York City, USA)
Support
City of Risørs Artist Grant
Agder Artcenter Grant
The Norwegian Consulate, NYC, USA The Arts Council, Norway
The Norwegian Embassy, Belgrade, Serbia
Residencies
Oct 2016 AiR Træna
Memberships
Norwegian Society of Fine Art Photographers and Norwegian Visual Artist‘s Association
Collections
NYU Langone Medical Center Art Program and Collection, NYC, USA. Private collections in Norway, Sweden, Serbia, Malawi, United Arab
Emirates, Portugal, Malta and USA.
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Panu Suaysuwan
Thailand
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PANU SUAYSUWAN

FACE
Mixed media artist Panu Suaysuwan (Thailand) also uses fuses found images, digital manipulation and a layering effect to simulate large-scale square portraits. Suaysuwan is interested
in the concept of superficiality, and by contrast, the glorified teachings of Lord Buddha. Our
physical bodies are but a representation of real time, from aging wrinkles to unwanted fat to
thinning hair.
Digital photographic composites of hair and skin, in some cases magnified and in others
obscured, are collaged into faces of men and women and mounted with a layer of plexiglass
on the surface. The sheets of plexiglass, bolted with silver right onto the faces, contain yet
another layer of printed images on them. It is the inches of space between the box images
and plexiglass that create a pixilation or optical build-up of each portrait. The resulting layered faces of varying ethnicities and physical traits are representative of diversity, from each
individual to the group as a whole. Nails, hair, teeth and skin are broken apart and reassembled. By fragmenting and transforming the face and body, he draws emphasis to the textures and fabrics that make up our atomic structure. Skin is no longer attached to gender or
beauty or even humanity. In Buddhism, this metaphorical and almost scientific contemplation
has the ability to free us of human identity, revealing ‘non-self’ or the ‘absence of separate
self’. This pertains to the notion that no permanent soul exists in a being. If anything, we are
offered a chance to surreally examine void of racial divisions and societal standards.

FACE

“Mr. Zhao He”(top) - “Miss Danielle Comen”(bottom)
Photography collage on Plywood Box and Inkjet on Acrylic Sheet
60x60x15 cm (each piece)
2017
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Panu Suaysuwan (born 1974, Chachoengsao) Panu Suaysuwan graduated Bachelor’s and Master’s degree
from Silpakorn University, Bangkok in 1997 and 2003 consecutively. In 2015, he received Ph.D. from Faculty
of Fine and Applied Arts, Burapha University. Panu joined many national and international exhibitions such
as Contemporary Art Exhibition, Mega Art Project (The Queen’s Gallery, 2006); The 3rd Decade of Bualuang
Painting (National Art Museum Thailand, 2012); Inchoen Global Art International (The Queen’s Gallery 2013),
Incheon, Korea, and Daejeon International Art Exhibition (Daejeon, Korea in 2013 and 2015). He also won
many national and international awards such as Silver Medal, Contemporary Painting Award by Bangkok
Bank, Thailand; Juror’s Choice “ASEAN Art Award”, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia; Award Winner, Art Competition
by Phillip Morris Co. Ltd. Thailand; 2nd Prize “Bring Good Thing to Life” Art Competition by Toshiba Thailand,
Bronzed Medal,(Painting); 47th and 51st National Art Competition, Thailand; Silver Medal, (Painting); 49th
National Art Competition, Thailand; 2nd Prize, Contemporary Painting Award by Panasonic Co. Ltd.,Thailand.
Panu is now a full time lecturer at Department of Painting, Faculty of Fine and Applied Arts, Burapha University.

PANU SUAYSUWAN

Award and Honors
2005
Bronzed Medal ,( Painting) ,51th National Art Competition, Thailand.
2003
Silver Medal ,( Painting) ,49th National Art Competition, Thailand.
2nd Prize ,Contemporary Painting Award by Panasonic Co. Ltd. ,Thailand.
2002
2nd Prize ,Contemporary Painting Award by Panasonic Co. Ltd. ,Thailand.
2000
Bronzed Medal ,( Painting) ,47th National Art Competition, Thailand.
2nd Prize “ Bring Good Thing to Life” Art Competition by Toshiba Thailand.
1999
Award Winner , Art Competition by Phillip Morris Co. Ltd. Thailand.
Juror’sChoice “AseanArtAward”,Kualumpur,Malaysia.
2nd Prize “Bring Good Thing to Life” Art Competition by Toshiba Thailand.
Silver Medal, Contemporary Painting Award by Bangkok Bank Thailand.
1998
Purchase Prize , Young Artist Art Competition, Thailand.
2nd Prize “Bring Good Thing to Life” 9th Art Competition by Toshiba Thailand.
Experience
2019
“Beyond Artistic Boundary” Queen Sirikit Museum, Thailand
2018
“Crossing The Dateline” Bangkok Art and Culture Center (BACC),Thailand
2015
“The Body Image” Solo Project, Burapha University, Thailand
Kamol Tassananchalee and Friends 71Years Anniversary,Thailand
2014
Selected Artists “The 5th Create Artworks with National ArtistsProject 10 Thai Contemporary artists Award 2014”, Los Angeles, USA.
Daejeon International Art Show 2015. Daejeon, Korea.
2013
Daejeon International Art Exhibition 2013, Daejeon, Korea.
Inchoen Global Art International 2013, Inchoen, Korea.
2012
The 3rd Decade of Bualuang Painting , Queensirikit Art Museum.
“So What?” Art Exhibition, National Art Museum ,Thailand.
2011
“Harmony & Difference” Art Exhibition, National Art Museum,Thailand.
2007
Artist in King Rama 9, Queen Sirikit Art Museum.
2006
Mega Art Project 2006 ,National Art Museum ,Thailand.
2004
Contemporary Art Exhibition , Queen Sirikit Art Museum.
2003
“Art in Box” The 4th Thai Contemporary Art Project.
2000
“Scopolamine” Project1 ,Tadu Pavillion ,Bkk., Thailand.
“Scopolamine” Project 2, SI-AM Art Space, Bkk., Thailand.
“Scopolamine” Project 3,Toh-Kim Gallery, Bkk., Thailand.
1999
“Buddy Journeys” Group Exhibition ,Kaysorn Plaza, Thailand.
“Untitled” Hemlock Restaurant , Phra-Artit Rd. Bkk.,Thailand.

Email:panu_tao@hotmail.com
Facebook : Panu Suaysuwan
Website : https://panutao.wixsite.com/panu-suaysuwan--art
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Ran Myung
South Korea
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RAN MYUNG

RESPECT AND SILENCE
What does it mean to be empty?
The artist remembers death and visits the Cemetery Memorial Park in Milan (il cimitero
monumentale di Milano) to find the answer. She looks at the statue she stumbled upon on the
day of the rain and talks about emptying as if to tell a man.This “conversation” was recorded
as a video, and she tried to capture the possibility that the paradigm of existing thoughts
about emptying could change and communicate by itself through statues. As a guardian of
the cemetery, She express her gratitude and quietness to the many statues and sculptures
that have always kept their place. Respect and Silence.

Respect and Silence

Digital color video
Mirrorless camera, 00:02:27
2016
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RAN MYUNG

There is an empty bowl.
Like a meditating monk, sitting alone. Nothing inside can be seen.
But just because you don’t see it doesn’t mean it doesn’t exist.
Emptying is unlimited, so anything can go in and out.
An empty bowl is an ‘open window’.
The bowl provides infinite space.
It is always empty because everything is circulating indefinitely. It is therefore free. From there, everything
meets, recognizes each other, and goes on its way.
Many such encounters create a huge “soundless rhythm” through greetings.
So where emptiness exists also exists some kind of a narrative.
An empty bowl can hold anything. Like mother.
There is an empty bowl.
The full bowl expects to be emptied and the empty bowl hopes to be filled. I cannot say that either emptying
or filling are more important.
If we are empty today
Tomorrow we will be filled again.
As always.

Born 1991 in Seongnam, South Korea
Lives and works between Seoul and Milan
Education
2015 - 2016
Undergraduate scholarship
2015 - 2019
B.A, Graduated cum laude, Painting and Visual Arts, Nuova Accademia di Belle Arti Milano, Italy
Exhibition
2019
YICCA 2019 Finale Exhibition, Centro Culturale di Milano, Italy
Project
2018
Participated in the opening video as a model for Apple “Cosa farai domani, Milano?”, Italy
Prize
2019
YICCA International Contest of Contemporary Art Finalist
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Ruben Maria Pfanner
Switzerland
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RUBEN MARIA PFANNER

BAUMFRAGEMENTE
Ruben Maria Pfanner uses everyday (packaging) material for his sculptures, which is found
around and nearby his studio. For instance, a large number of cardboard boxes stem from a
resident online shipping business. These recyclables are refigured as construction material,
and various processes transform and underline the original matter. Through Pfanner’s work,
the artist negates the cardboard’s usual cycle of life and showcases how themes of recycling
and sustainability are prevalent in everyday objects.
The series Baumfragmente (2019) encompasses rectangular building blocks in a mid-relief,
which are variably assembled as oblong wall-objects. The scarred surface, as well as the
grey/brown construction material (cardboard), are reminiscent of ancient tree trunks and
withered bark. Cardboard finds its way home, as it returns, through translation and configuration, to its original wooden form.

Baumfragemente

Cardboard
per piece 30 x 32 x 15 cm
2019
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RUBEN MARIA PFANNER

Ruben Maria Pfanner lives and works in Zurich.
Education and professional experience
2018 - 2019
Collaboration with Elois C. Baumann architects competition day-nursery Hebel, St. Gallen
2015 - 2017
TIPS - sculptor collective, apprenticeship as a stone sculptor St.Gallen, Münchwilen, Brugg, Zürich
2012 -2015
Firma J. & A. Kuster apprenticeship as a stonemason Baech, Schwyz
1997 - 2010
Rudolf-Steiner-School Schwabing in Munich advanced art course and the general higher education entrance qualification (Abitur)
1990
Exhibitions
08. - 09. 2019
es ist weniger lustig als dramatisch, Bilder und Skulpturen
Group exhibition with Martin Zürcher, Denis Twerenbold, Ruben Maria Pfanner Ortsmuseum Meilen, Zurich
06. - 07. 2019
Eau de forêt, Industrie Trees
Solo exhibition Ruben Maria Pfanner Soeder, Basel
10. - 11. 2017
Statments in Stein
Group exhibition from the swiss sculptor and stonemason masters association, Schule für Gestaltung Bern
06. 2017
Rubidendron
Inauguration of the diploma project as seating sculpture at Schlosspark Wartegg, Rorschacherberg
06. - 07. 2016
Grenzgänger
Group exhibition from the LIV and VSBS Lake hotel am Kaiserstrand Lochau/Bregenz
Awards
2017
Statments in Stein, young talent award
2015
European young talent award from the stone sculptures association at the Stone-Tec convention
1. Place in a team of two

rubenpfanner@gmx.ch
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Sarra Badel
United Kingdom
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SARRA BADEL

LULLA BELLZ RED
What is femininity? Should the female body be an ideal? And how has this quest for the ideal
become an act of violence? These are all questions that Sarra Badel explores in her work,
weaving herself as the subject into a series of mixed media pieces and wall-based installations. Sarra uses imagery around the female body, often associated with artificial attributes.

Lulla Bellz Red

Photograph printed on coloured Perspex, artificial hair
120 x 160 cm
2019
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SARRA BADEL

Sarra Badel is a French artist based in London, UK. Sarra explores in her work issues such as identity,
gender and representation of women in contemporary western societies. She uses mixed media pieces and
wall-based installations. She often uses everyday familiar objects, various materials and images in her work.
She graduated in 2017 with an MFA from Chelsea College of Arts.
http://sarrabadel.com/
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Sergio Manconi
Italy
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SERGIO MANCONI

REMEMBER HIM
The work is presented as a union between an abstract background and shapes of characters
that blend together in order to make all the composition master of the scene. Each element
and each stroke of colour brings the viewer’s eye to entertain oneself in understanding those
forms, which, when viewed as a whole, give life to an image in the raw state. This means that
the view of the work does not necessarily have to come into empathic contact with the subject
himself, but with what he represents, with a mood or a more general situation that involves
and puts the viewer in doubt. The description of this feeling is what you want to bring out in
the work “Remember him”. In fact it represents a moment of anxiety, created by the chaos of
the city, by the immersion that contemporary man has and must face in an increasingly frenetic world that is incapable of stopping to look around. A world, today, that runs recreating a
continuous motion that is able to confuse dreams and put the person behind a chronology of
events already done and outdated.

Remember him
Oil on canvas
190x250 cm
2017
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SERGIO MANCONI

Sergio manconi was born in Sassari on 09/08/1990. He was first trained at the State Institute of Art F.figari in
Sassari. Then, he continued his studies at the Accademia of Fine Arts M.Sironi in Sassari where he obtained
the Degree of I level in Painting. In 2019 he finished his artistic training with a Degree of II level in Painting,
obtained in Turin at the Accademia Albertina with a final vote of 110/110 cum laude.
Artist mainly dedicated to painting, carries out a training course and deepening both technical and theoretical focused on psychological analysis declined in relation to the individual and in relation to homogeneous
social groups, with particular reference to the culture of the end of the 20th century. He specialized in mixed
and experimental painting techniques, studying the use of innovative and alternative materials.
The theme that I pursue investigates the rapid change with the concept time of art and with the new role that
the artist goes to fill in the society. Conscious of the inexorable rush of this mutation, unknown by direction
and final aim, I tried to materialize the consequent feeling of anxiety and bewilderment that this new level
of consciousness of man and society has instilled in me. My works are intended to be a representation of
an emotional state, accompanied by the chaos of a new discovered world, new habits, and therefore, of the
approach to different and new methods that have shaken to the foundations my vision not only of art but
of everything that surrounds me. The ultimate goal is to keep the memory lit so that factors, such as the
wonders of nature, are not ignored, with a continuous renewal of confidence in a future characterized by the
stories of the different territories, and from the different cultures that man has created.
Education
2019: Second Level Degree in Painting at “Accademia Albertina di Belle Arti di Torino” - score: 110/110 cum laude
2018/2019: ERASMUS at Art and Design University UAD of Cluj-Napoca - Romania 2016: First Level Degree in Painting at “Accademia di
Belle Arti Mario Sironi” at Sassari (Sardinia) – score: 110/110
2012: High School Diploma at Istituto Statale d’Arte “Filippo Figari” Sassari
Exhibitions and awards
September 2019: Goup exhibition at HEAR in Cavallerizza reale Torino Italia
September 2019: Group Exhibition and Youth Under 30 Scholarships Mestre di Pittura 2019 at Centro Culturale Candiani, Mestre (Venezia).
December 2018: Group Exhibition at UAD – Art and Design University of Cluj- Napoca - Romania
March 2017: Call for Artists “Il Sacro e la Terra” at Rodello
Aprile 2016: Exhibition “faber FABER” at museum MAS.EDU. in Sassari
July 2015: Exhibition “Il senso del Corpo – FISAD 2015” at Accademia Albertina di Belle Arti of Turin
June 2015: Group Exhibition “AccademicaMente” at Gallery L.E.M. in Sassari
April 2015: Exhibition “SIMBOLICAmente – Rilettura del Romanico a Sorres” at basilica di S. Pietro at Sorres (SS)
August 2014: Exhibition-fair “Arte del Piccolo Formato” Banari (SS)
May 2011: Estemporanea “Palau Arte” at Palau
Experience
April 2018: Collaboration with the designer Anotnio Marras on the occasion of the event “Cantiere Evento” sponsored by Fondazione
Diguardi in Milan
2016: Artistic collaboration with the artist Aldo Tilocca for the realization of some works
July 2015: participation in the initiative “S.O.S. school” at the municip
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Silvia De Marchi
Italy
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SILVIA DE MARCHI

TIE
Every piece of my work is created following a very important theme for me, the stratification.
The layers, in particular the accumulation of layers represent, for me, our things, our memories, our personal history.
In this work I wanted to bring the layers even closer together by joining them with an adhesive tape, to make the feeling of closure of the personal world of each of us compared to that of
“others”. We are bound, closed in our lives, but in reality united by the same plot of limit and
instability of the human condition, by the same “Tie”.

Tie

Ink, sand, silver leaf, iron filings, adhesive tape

on Fabriano paper
18 x 20 x 4 cm
2019
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SILVIA DE MARCHI

• 1967 Born in Melzo, Milan
• 1986 Art High School Caravaggio, Milan
• 1991 Academy Fine Arts Aldo Galli, Como. Specialization in Conservation and Restoration of Paintings on
canvas and board
• 1993 Botticino Regional School, Brescia. Specialization in Conservation and Restoration of Frescoes and
stone materials
• Works in restoration of paintings on canvas and board by Italian Masters such as Procaccini, Canaletto,
Guardi, Fattori, De Pisis, Lega. Collaborations in the restoration of frescoes in many churches, particularly
various cycles of frescoes in the Cathedral of Monza
• She exhibited her artworks in group shows and on the occasion of Art Awards
• Her works are found in private and public collections
• She lives and works between Milan and Como, Italy.

Last Exibitions
• Premio Accademico Internazionale di Poesia e Arte Contemporanea “Apollo Dionisiaco” curated by Fulvia
Minetti, Castello della Castelluccia, Rome, 16 November 2019
• Irripetibili Impronte, collective exhibition curated by Giò Marchesi, Palazzo Merula, Vigevano, Pavia, 26
October - 10 November 2019
• Circles, collective exhibition curated by Noibrera Association, Villa Castelbarco, Vaprio d’Adda, Milan, 19
October - 27 October 2019
• Shingle 22j VII Biennale d’Arte Contemporanea, curated by Elisabetta Civitan, Archaeological Museum,
Anzio-Rome, 21 September - 30 September 2019
• Venti Contemporanei Festival d’Arte Contemporanea, curated by Virginia Glorioso, Cereggio, Reggio Emilia,
19 July - 21 July 2019
• Contrasti - Nuove Prospettive, collective exhibition, curated by Giuse Iannello, Strada Sotterranea Nuova,
Castello Sforzesco, Vigevano, Pavia, 19 April - 1 May 2019
www.silviademarchi.com
@silviademarchi.painter
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Swan Jouan
Belgium
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SWAN JOUAN

PETITE UTOPIE
Do you see a forest? Or maybe hills? A lake? Small streams here and there? Could it be the
entrance to a cave? Does it lead somewhere? Or is it a completely distorted world map? A
mixture of all this?
And these structures: could that be furniture with paws? Desks that walk alone? Gymnastics beams? Livestock grazing in the meadows? Building structures? Are they immobile? Or
living?
What is it really? Maybe it’s all of that, maybe it’s a little bit of that, maybe it’s not that at all.
Maybe it’s just colors. It depends.

Petite Utopie

Acrylic
Width 180 | Height 149 | Depth 3,9 cm
2019
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SWAN JOUAN

Born in 1995, Swan is a student at the Ecole de Recherche Graphique (ERG) in Brussels, where he develops
skills in various artistic domains, including painting and screen printing. Before that, he studied cartoons,
illustration and comics, whose influence is reflected in various of his current artwork.
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Xiao Ma
China
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XIAO MA

OUT OF BATH
This work was created based on my cousin’s image, who just showered. I was attracted by the
moment that what was showing and happening to him. The mask of face, light of space, motion of body were showing a very authentic and natural condition after he was out of bath. The
mask on his face weakened character of men, gave a femininity, and a sexual conflict is occurring. Therefore the personal identity became ambiguous. Whether a mask hides a face, or
shows another new face simultaneously, and this appearance makes a person more indefinable and unrecognizable, which is becoming a paradox, but the paradox is more powerful than
a real human being. Because everyone is hiding in the real life, yet humanity is a complex
being, this complexity is a nature of people. For me, an complicated object is more authentic
than surface that we see in usual time. Comparing with how much copy from a model, how
much perceive the “hidden part” of object is more significant for a portraiture.

Out Of Bath
Oil on canvas
66x53 cm
2019
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XIAO MA

Xiao Ma, Chinese Young artist,currently living in Japan. Graduating from Yunnan Art University, studied Fine
Art MA course in UK. . Mainly exploring the the relationship between reality and abstract in portraiture painting.
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Yicca Staff

Patrick Simonitto
public relations
Patrick Simonitto lives across Italy, Bulgaria and Switzerland. He and his former business
partner founded the “Artemento”, project about artistic complements for interior design.
Now works in the IT and business consulting field.

Alberto Del Monego
logistics dept.
Alberto Del Monego, born in Italy, now lives in Sofia, is a technical designer. He manages
YICCA’s events logistics.

Massimo Toffolo
Massimo is a curator and art-advisor based in Udine, Italy.
He’s the art director of YICCA.
He’s involved, as independent curator, in construction and development of various art
projects. In 2009 he co-founded the Aps Moho association, that manages the YICCA Art
Contest. He has worked for numerous artistic events; as an artist he collaborated with many
galleries of contemporary art.

Sonia Caballero Moreno, Manlio and Milena Dittaro
translation dept.
Sonia Caballero Moreno is an interpreter and she works for YICCA competition as a
responsible for the translations. Manilo and Milena are an interpreter form German to
Italian, Manilo collaborates with YICCA also as a logistic consultant.

Fabio and Ginevra De Marchi
supporters
Fabio and Ginevra De Marchi are young Italian collectors, who enthusiastically wanted to
work with us.

Red Bul Consulting OOD
technical support
Red Bul Consulting develops dynamic, cost effective, and distinguishable websites by
combining technology with business concepts that help make web sites easy to use and
understand.

Margherita Jedrzejewska
Margherita is an art historian and curator based between Poland and Italy.
In 2009 she founded with Massimo Toffolo the Aps Moho association.
She’s the editor of various websites focused on contemporary art.
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YICCA 2019 - Acknowledgements
We want to use this space dedicated for greetings to make the right
homage to all the artists that have participated in this, and in the
previous editions of the contest.
All, without exception, have shown not only commitment and
quality but also an enthusiasm that only the artists can have.
Through their work they wanted to show their point of view, proving
that now art is more alive and ferment than ever.

Acknowledgements

A constant and significant job, each artist injects us his own ideas
and his techniques because of personal experiences.
It ‘s a unique and important source not only for us but especially for
the culture which is always related to the art.
To all of them goes our recognition and our compliments, hoping
that to everyone will be given the right space and mode to
demonstrate their talent.
A wish that we take very seriously and we’ll do what is necessary
for this to happen.
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